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Where do global, lives-altering, winning ideas come from? 

 

Academic excellence? Marketing Researchers? Through Philosophers? Career guardians and 

counsellors? All of the above but not necessarily. 

 

One unique source of world-changing ideas is RANDOMNESS. 

 

I believe Shakespeare in Julius Caesar was (is) right when he concluded that there is a tide in the affairs 

of men, 

Which, taken at the flood, lead on to fortune, 

Omitted, all the voyage of their life 

Is bound in shallows and in miseries. 

On such a full sea are we now afloat, 

And we must take the current when it serves, 

Or lose our ventures 

 

Parents, teachers, religious instructors and motivational speakers all preach the  need to have a well 

written goals, vision and mission statement in order to score a goal in the Game of Life. Correct, but 

not sufficient.  

 

Of all the teenagers who dreamed of becoming world champions and billionaires in entrepreneurship, 

how many of them  end up scoring a goal? 

 

Before Charles Darwin, the Naturalist (1809-1882), the popular  Victorian concept of success was that 

successful individuals, organizations, nations and races were created by design (predestined)  This led 

to the theory of *superiority of Race or Master Race 

 

Dozens of influencial British writers of the 19th century like Rudyard Kipling openly submitted that 

the British were a superior race destined to rule the world.  

 

Suddenly Darwin appeared on the horizon and dominated the intellectual community in his time. 

Darwin propounded the theory of  Adaptability 

Says Darwin it is not the strongest or most intelligent animal that survives and thrives, rather it is the 

one that is most adaptable to change 

 

In another vein, ED Smith, in his little book titled luck opined that success, to use the metaphor from 

Chemistry rather than Biology, is not a mixture but a compound. Luck is a crucial ingredient that goes 

into making an end-product that may be unrecognizable from its constituent part 

 

The poser posed by Bernard Lewis, in The Middle East is as relevant today as when it was first  posed : 

is life a game of chess, where the player has a choice at every move, where skill and foresight can bring 

him success? Or is it rather backgammon, where a modicum  of skill may speed or delay result, but 



where the final outcome is determined by the repeated throw of dice, which some might call blind 

chance and others the predetermined decisions of God 

 

All said, the young African leaders we are empowering at OAI should thrash, erase and delete 

completely from the dustbin of their memories, the theory of *Master Race There is nothing like a 

Master Race.  

 

No race is created superior. Caucasians, Arabs and Chinese are not superior to Africans. 

 

In nature, there are always  early birds. But the early birds are not superior birds !  

 

Where are  the early birds civilisations today? Greeks? Ottoman? Roman? Etc 

 

The Young African Leaders- YAL should take cognizance of the following immutable laws and exploit 

them: 

 

1 Law of Accumulative Advantage Unarguably, a Chinese man born in the 1930s when China was 

under the exploitative  occupation of the imperialist Japan and Europe, had chances of 9 in 10 to die a 

poor, agrarian frustrated farmer.  

But today the game has changed , China is now the TOP DOG and no more an UNDERDOG 

 

similarly, Accumulative advantage also works for individuals. The chances are 10/10 that Bill Gates 

children and wives ( divorced, exs., and wife-in-waiting or wives-in-waiting) will all die rich!) This is 

as a result of the law of Accumulative advantage. 

 

2 Law of 13- year and 50-year of Deliberate activities 

For individuals and corporations it takes an average of 13 solid years of focus, deliberate activities and 

excellence in a venture or profession to become a mega success.  

 

Bill Gates started his business at 19 and by 32, Forbes already listed him as a billionaire.  

 

Tiger Woods started his golf career at age 4, carrying his father's golf bag. By 17, Tiger had emerged as 

the world's Golf Tiger number one! 

 

Also, the 4-year old Serena Williams daughter, Alexis Olympia,  will likely become a gold medalist and 

world champion in her teens, ceteris paribus!  

 

Steve Jobs, Michael Dell all obeyed the law of 13 years of deliberate activities. 

 

However, for nations, the law is 50-year of deliberate, unbreakable disciplined and serious activities in 

nation-building.  

 

It took China, Israel, South Korea, Singapore etc each 50 years on the average to become world's 

champions. 

 

Consequently, if YAL (Young African Leaders) want a transformed Africa, they should do the Math:  

using today as bass 10/10/2021 as  X 

X ➕ 50= ? Find X 

 



No short cut. No part payment. YAL must be prepared to pay the full price of success in wholesale and 

not in retail, starting from today. 

 

Unfortunately the starting year is not the year of flag Independence, it is the year Africa wakes up. 

When Africans become fully aware that Arabs, Caucasians and Chinese are not our Masters and 

therefore not superior to us.  

 Whatever any Race can do Africans can do and do even better. 

 

3 Finally the Law of Randomness 

Maximising random opportunities bring great gains. 

 

Bill Gates and Paul Allen leveraged random opportunities when Paul Allen bought a copy of popular 

Mechanics magazine, the January 1975 edition. 

Inside the magazine was one of the earliest massive computer Altair 8080 with just 256 bytes of 

memory. Gates and Allen called Ed Roberts , founder of MITS, and promised an Altair program before 

they had written one. 

 

Ray Krock, the man who at age 53 became the eventual owner of McDonald, a hitherto corner-shop 

restruant that was originally set up by two brothers : Mac and Dick Mc Donald leveraged random 

opportunity to build a multi billion dollars globall business. 

 

The 2003 Iraq war provided CNN with the long awaited random opportunity required to turn the corner 

from loss-making to profitability. From then on the mockers stopped calling it Chicken Noddles 

Network (CNN) 

 

Europeans leveraged the random opportunities provided by the successes of the Agrarian and Industrial 

revolutions to colonise Africa. 

 

Eric S Yuan, the founder/CEO of ZOOM, a Chinese-American billionaire leveraged the random 

opportunities of Covid-19 pandemic to become a billionaire and Forbes magazine candidate. 

 

Also ROYAL Q, a quantitive intelligent system is a trading ROBOT owned  by the Royal Q Team in 

China  that does cryoto trading  on behalf of her clients, virtually in real time. It is designed to remove 

the unstable, unpredictable human psychology variables in trading. 

Millions of people hitherto in this line of business are now vulnerable species. 

 

The Royal Q is leveraging the Covid-19 pandemic to rise and dominate. 

 

 POINT TO PIN DOWN 

 

in the Game of Life, hardwork is necessary but not sufficient. Positive Thinking is compulsory but not 

absolute 

 The role of luck, chance and probability are indisputable but not certain Of Supreme significance is 

SENSITIVITY TO RANDOMNESS interestingly, random opportunities are like the London red buses, 

one appears every 5 minutes May  Africa and young African leaders not sleep to death as another red 

bus of random opportunity appears on the horizon tagged 4th Industrial revolution technologies 

 

 Yeah it is 00:00 hours. The            is already here.  



Guess what? China is already inside.America is busy  debating on CNN regarding who is a better 

leader between Trump and Biden What is Africa waiting for? Or better still: what are YOU waiting for? 
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